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The initial StyLight® demonstrator 
 
In order to validate the initial promising laboratory results for StyLight® and to validate the 
manufacturing behavior of StyLight, INEOS Styrolution decided to invest in a real size prototype 
mold made of steel, combining different features.  

The concept of a door panel design was selected as it combines different construction, 
manufacturing challenges and a complex shapes to demonstrate the performance of StyLight 
(see Fig. 1). Different surface aesthetics and a semi-structural reinforcement have been also 
integrated in the demonstrator.  

A thermoplastic composite sheet with a thickness of 1,2 mm was chosen to provide the best 
compromise between weight saving, good surface quality combined with a high mechanical 
strength while allowing the draping of a complex shape design. 

 
Fig. 1: Demonstrator (schematics) 

Manufacturing process:  

During the manufacturing process of the “demonstrator”, the StyLight sheet was heated up to 
about 270 °C. At this temperature, the composite sheet has a semi-rigid behaviour, allowing a 
convenient handling, positioning and draping process despite the relative complex and deep 
shape of the demonstrator surface. The draping phase was designed with the support and the 
expertise of the mold manufacturer Krumpholz Werkzeuge e. K. (Grafengehaig). The “locating 
pins” were accurately positioned and followed a pre-defined moving sequence to prevent 
wrinkles, minimize the residual stress and the “locking” of the fiber fabrics before part 
consolidation.  
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The processing parameters of the back molded ribs were optimized to offer a good adhesion to 
the back surface of the demonstrator while filling up the part frame and the upper surface cavity. 
The mold filling was optimized employing a mold filling analysis. Rib feet were designed to offer 
the best surface adhesion while minimizing the visibility of the ribs on the visible side. The 
material injected in the ribs needs to be compatible with the Composite matrix to achieve the 
best mechanical performances. In the demonstrator, INEOS Styrolution used a high flow glass-
fiber reinforced ABS/PA blend, offering a great surface quality combined with structural 
stiffness, low viscosity and a high surface adhesion to the sheet.  

The optimization of manufacturing processing parameters and the draping phase have been 
supported by a draping process simulation provided by the company ENGINEERING SYSTEM 
INTERNATIONAL GmbH based on a material card generated by the company TTI GmbH - 
CIKONI TGU.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Demonstrator 
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